Spike
With a neutral-coloured body, the deep navy spiked features really stand out.
Spike is a favourite amongst the kind yet rebellious monsters who choose him.

Model is wearing child size

Level of Difficulty & Skills Required

Intermediate: This pattern is friendly in that most crocheters will be comfortable with it.
The accessories are for a more seasoned crocheter in that they require some concentration.
Pattern requires knowledge of hand sewing to af x accessories to the hat.
U.S. Terms: Single crochet, half double crochet & double crochet stitches, increases &
decreases, magic ring, hand sewing, weave-in ends

Finished Size

Age: baby 6-12 mths [toddler 12m-3yrs, child 3-10 yrs]
To t: 17 [19, 21] in / 43 [48, 53] cm
Finished circumference: 15 [17, 19] in / 41 [46, 51] cm
Finished height: 8 [9, 10] in / 20 [23, 25] cm
How to measure: Wrap a measuring tape around the forehead, back of head and above
ears to determine the circumference of the head.

Gauge

13 dc sts and 10 rows to equal 4x4in (10x10cm) on an H/8 crochet hook. Use larger or
smaller hook if necessary to obtain correct gauge.
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Materials

Koigu Kersti DK, 100% Merino superwash (104m/113yd per 50g skein)
1 x 50g ball in K701-0008 Specked (MC)
F/5 (3.75 mm) crochet hook to weave ends
1 x 50g ball in K1009-0001 Navy (CC1)
Darning needle
½ x 50g ball in K2400-0002 Black (CC2)
Tape Measure
⅓ x 50g ball in K0000 Natural (CC3)
Scissors
H/8 (5.0 mm) crochet hook
Small amount of toy stuf ng

Introduction

Inspired by my children, the Monster’s Ball Collection was made to provide a fun, playful
character that could transform any child into a monster. This promotes hours of imaginative
dress up play as well as offers a functional, everyday piece that can be worn in all types of
weather.
The pattern uses a DK weight merino superwash wool because, in addition to being natural
and biodegradable, merino wool is very soft, breathable, sleek, elegant and exceptionally
stylish. In contrast to synthetics, merino reacts to changes in body temperature and helps
you stay warm when the weather is cold, and cool when the weather is hot. It's also
extremely luxurious to work with.
The design of the hat is seamless. The ear aps will keep your little one's ears warm and the
coordinating ties will keep them from pulling it off their head. The hat shell is made of double
crochet stitches so there is some stretch to grow with your child.
For the maker, the fun begins when we make and add the accessories to bring out your
monster’s personality!
On the last page of this pattern I have included a character bio of Herbie that you may print
to be included with the nal product. It really adds to the fun of getting to know this special
monster.

Meet Spike

Spike is a 16 year old only child who lives in the desert. Outwardly he displays a
wild, rebellious side but really he is a kind young monster.
His favourite activity is skateboarding at the local skate park with his friends. He
likes to help the younger kids build their skills and dislikes when his friends tease
them.
His dog, Walker, is a rottweiler. Spike chose him when his parents told him he could
get a pet because just like him, Walker may look tough on the outside but inside he’s
a big teddy bear.
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Abbreviations & Glossary

This pattern uses U.S. crochet terms.
CC1 = Colour Choice 1
CC2 = Colour Choice 2
CC3 = Colour Choice 3
Ch = Chain Stitch

DC = Double Crochet
HDC = Half Double Crochet
MC = Main Colour
SC = Single Crochet
TR = Treble Crochet

Pattern Instructions

We will work the hat shell in the round starting at the crown, add the ear aps in rows, and
then make the pieces we will later hand sew to the hat to bring your monster to life. When
you join the rounds, make your stitch in the same stitch as your chain. Instructions will have
you weaving in tails as you go to secure them rmly. You may also do this at the end
depending on your personal preference.

Hat Shell

Baby 6-12 months, head circumference 17in (43 cm)

Round 1: Using MC and 5.0mm hook, create a magic ring, chain 2, 8 DC in magic ring, pull
starting wool to close hole/ring, join to rst DC, ch 2. Do not turn (8 DC)
Round 2: Weave in starting wool as you go, 2 DC in each DC, join to rst DC, ch 2 (16 DC)
Round 3: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (24 DC)
Round 4: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 2 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (32 DC)
Round 5: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 3 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (40 DC)
Round 6: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 4 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (48 DC)
Round 7-11: DC in each DC, join, ch 2 (48 DC). After you have completed row 11, change to
CC1
Round 12-13: DC in each DC, join, ch 2 (48 DC)
Next, fastening off leaving a 3in (8cm) tail, begin the rst ear ap. Weave in the tail as you
go
Ear ap 1
Row 1: Using CC1, Ch 2, HDC 8, ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 2: HDC decrease, HDC in next 4, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 3: HDC across, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 4: HDC decrease, HDC in next 2, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (4 HDC)
Row 5: 2 HDC decreases, ch 2, turn (2 HDC)
Row 6: HDC decrease, fasten off leaving a 3in (8cm) tail (1 HDC)
Ear ap 2
Count 20 stitches along the front. Begin the second ear ap
Row 1: Using CC1, Ch 2, HDC 8, ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 2: HDC decrease, HDC in next 4, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 3: HDC across, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 4: HDC decrease, HDC in next 2, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (4 HDC)
Row 5: 2 HDC decreases, ch 2, turn (2 HDC)
Row 6: HDC decrease, ch 1, turn (1 HDC)
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SC around the entire outside edge of the hat, join to rst SC, fasten off

Toddler 6m-3yrs, head circumference 19in (48cm)

Round 1: Using MC and 5.0mm hook, create a magic ring, chain 2, 8 DC in magic ring, pull
starting wool to close hole/ring, join to rst DC, ch 2. Do not turn (8 DC)
Round 2: Weave in starting wool as you go, 2 DC in each DC, join to rst DC, ch 2 (16 DC)
Round 3: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (24 DC)
Round 4: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 2 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (32 DC)
Round 5: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 3 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (40 DC)
Round 6: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 4 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (48 DC)
Round 7: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 5 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (56 DC)
Round 8-12: DC in each DC, join, ch 2 (56 DC). After you have completed row 12, change to
CC1
Round 13-14: DC in each DC, join, ch 2 (56 DC)
Next, fastening off leaving a 3in (8cm) tail, begin the rst ear ap. Weave in the tail as you
go
Ear ap 1
Row 1: Ch 2, HDC 10, ch 2, turn (10 HDC)
Row 2: HDC decrease, HDC in next 6, HDC decrease ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 3: HDC across, ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 4: HDC decrease, HDC in next 4, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 5: HDC across, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 6: HDC decrease, HDC in next 2, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (4 HDC)
Row 7: 2 HDC decreases, ch 2, turn (2 HDC)
Row 8: HDC decrease, fasten off (1 HDC)
Ear ap 2
Leave 23 stitches along the front. Begin the second ear ap
Row 1: Ch 2, HDC 10, ch 2, turn (10 HDC)
Row 2: HDC decrease, HDC in next 6, HDC decrease ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 3: HDC across, ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 4: HDC decrease, HDC in next 4, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 5: HDC across, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 6: HDC decrease, HDC in next 2, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (4 HDC)
Row 7: 2 HDC decreases, ch 2, turn (2 HDC)
Row 8: HDC decrease, ch 1, turn (1 HDC)
SC around the entire outside edge of the hat, join to rst SC, fasten off

Child 3-10 years, head circumference 21in (53cm)

Round 1: Using MC and 5.0mm hook, create a magic ring, chain 2, 8 DC in magic ring, pull
starting wool to close hole/ring, join to rst DC, ch 2. Do not turn (8 DC)
Round 2: Weave in starting wool as you go, 2 DC in each DC, join to rst DC, ch 2 (16 DC)
Round 3: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (24 DC)
Round 4: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 2 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (32 DC)
Round 5: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 3 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (40 DC)
Round 6: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 4 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (48 DC)
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Round 7: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 5 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (56 DC)
Round 8: *2 DC in rst DC, DC in next 6 DC*. Repeat 8 times, join, ch 2 (64 DC)
Round 9-15: DC in each DC, join, ch 2 (64 DC). After you have completed row 15, change to
CC1
Round 16-17: DC in each DC, join, ch 2 (64 DC)
Next, fastening off leaving a 3in (8cm) tail, begin the rst ear ap. Weave in the tail as you
go
Ear ap 1
Row 1: Ch 2, HDC 12, ch 2, turn (12 HCD)
Row 2: HDC decrease, HDC in next 8, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (10 HDC)
Row 3: HDC across, ch 2, turn (10 HDC)
Row 4: HDC decrease, HDC in next 6, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 5: HDC across, ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 6: HDC decrease, HDC in next 4, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 7: HDC across, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 8: HDC decrease, HDC in next 2, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (4 HDC)
Row 9: 2 HDC decreases, ch 2, turn (2 HDC)
Row 10: HDC decrease, fasten off (1 HDC)
Ear ap 2
Leave 25 stitches along the front. Begin the second ear ap
Row 1: Ch 2, HDC 12, ch 2, turn (12 HCD)
Row 2: HDC decrease, HDC in next 8, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (10 HDC)
Row 3: HDC across, ch 2, turn (10 HDC)
Row 4: HDC decrease, HDC in next 6, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 5: HDC across, ch 2, turn (8 HDC)
Row 6: HDC decrease, HDC in next 4, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 7: HDC across, ch 2, turn (6 HDC)
Row 8: HDC decrease, HDC in next 2, HDC decrease, ch 2, turn (4 HDC)
Row 9: 2 HDC decreases, ch 2, turn (2 HDC)
Row 10: HDC decrease, fasten off (1 HDC)
SC around the entire outside edge of the hat, join to rst SC, fasten off

Accessories
Braids: Make 2

Cut three 20in (51cm) strands of each (9 strands total): colours CC1, CC2, CC3
Fold in half, pass through last loop at base of ear ap (18 strands).
Make knot. Separate colours into 3 groups of 6, braid.
Loop knot at end. When both braids are af xed and complete, line them both up even and
trim ends.

Spikes: Make 11

Round 1: Using CC1 and 5.0mm hook, make magic ring, ch 1, 6 SC into magic ring, pull
magic ring circle closed, join to rst SC, ch 1 (6 SC)
Round 2: Weave in starting wool as you go. SC in each SC around, join, ch 1 (6 SC)
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Round 3: *2 SC in rst SC, 1 SC in next SC* repeat around, join, ch 1 (9 SC)
Round 4: SC around, join, ch 1 (9 SC)
Round 5: *2 SC in rst SC, SC in next 2 SC* repeat around, join, ch 1 (12 SC)
Round 6: SC around, join, ch 1 (12 SC)
Fasten off leaving a 15in (38cm) tail or long enough to af x to the hat.
Attach to hat

Eye: Make 1

Round 1: Using CC3 and 5.0mm hook, magic loop, ch 1, SC 6, pull starting wool to close
hole/ring, change to CC2, join to rst SC, ch 1 (6 SC)
Round 2: Weave in ends as you go, 2 SC in each SC around, change to CC1, join, ch 1 (12
SC)
Round 3: Weave in ends as you go, *2 DC in rst SC, DC in next*, repeat around, join, fasten
off leaving a 6in (15cm) tail or long enough to af x to hat (18 DC)
Attach to center front of hat

Mouth

Using a tapestry needle and CC2, cut a piece that measures 30in (75cm).
On the inside of the hat, knot the thread at the starting point of your mouth
Pull the needle and thread to the outside of the hat
Catch front loops to shape the mouth
Go back over the mouth lling in the gaps
*TIP: hold the part you’ve “ lled” when pulling through the next pull beside it to keep the
tension even. I also put my nger along the mouth from most recent to rst stitch to evenly
spread the yarn along
Push needle to wrong side of hat and fasten off
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About the Designer

Elizabeth Ruth is a crochet designer and online shop owner from Kitchener,
Ontario CANADA, and the owner of The Ruthless Crafter. In 2008, she
started her blog MoreThanAMom.ca to showcase the pieces she made for
her family. In 2017, she debuted her rst collection of crochet monster hat
patterns and limited edition pieces.
Elizabeth is known for using of pops of colour. Her patterns are perfect for
crocheters with basic crochet knowledge and skills looking to create playful pieces.
Elizabeth loves to work with merino wool. She partners with local wool makers and dyers to
carefully select colour palettes to achieve quality pieces for her customers. Find her online at
TheRuthlessCrafter.com or email her elizabeth@theruthlesscrafter.com.

Copyright Statement

Pattern © Elizabeth Ruth of TheRuthlessCrafter.com, 2017
This pattern is an original design and all content, including the inherent design and all
images are the copyright and design right of The Ruthless Crafter (Elizabeth Ruth).
Reproducing, distributing, or selling this pattern, either in the original or any modi ed format,
via any media, whether digital or physical, is strictly prohibited.
You are welcome to sell any nished items you have made from a pattern you have
purchased from me. If you choose to sell the nished products from my patterns online
please give me credit as the original designer together with a link in your product listing to
my website at TheRuthlessCrafter.com.

Pattern Date & Version Number
Version 1, August 2017

Thanks for crocheting!
To see what else I’ve been up to, visit my website TheRuthlessCrafter.com.
I’d love to see pictures of your finished projects!
You can email me at elizabeth@theruthlesscrafter.com
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Introducing Spike
age 16
birthplace desert
personality wild, rebel, kind
favourite colour black
favourite subject spare / no class
favourite activity skateboarding
number of siblings only child
pet Walker, his rottweiler dog
biggest pet peeve when his friends pick on little kids
background story Spike is a 16 year old only child who lives in the desert. Outwardly he displays
a wild, rebellious side but really he is a kind young monster.

His favourite activity is skateboarding at the local skate park with his friends.
He likes to help the younger kids build their skills and dislikes when his friends
tease them.
His dog, Walker, is a rottweiler. Spike chose him when his parents told him he
could get a pet because just like him, Walker may look tough on the outside
but inside he’s a big teddy bear.
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